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Abstract: Computer vision techniques plays an important role 

in extracting meaningful information from images. A process of 
extraction, analysis, and understanding of information from 
images may accomplished by an automated process using 
computer vision and machine learning techniques. The paper 
proposed a hybrid methodology using MKL – SVM with 
multi-label classification that is experimented on a dataset 
contained 25000 flower images of 102 different spices. Basic and 
morphology features including color, size, texture, petal type, petal 
count, disk flower, corona, aestivation of flower and flower class 
are extracted to increase the classification accuracy. Various 
classifiers are applied on extracted feature set and their 
performance are discussed. The result of MKL – SVM with 
multi-label classification is very promising with 76.92% as an 
accuracy rate. In brief, this paper attempts to explore a novel 
morphology for feature extraction and the applicability of 
symbolic representation schemes along with different 
classification strategies for effective multi-label classification of 
flower spices. 

Index Terms: Flower morphology features, Image processing, 
Machine learning, MKL-SVM, Multi-label  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  There are almost 250,000 named species of flowering 
plants within the world. Several blooming flowers are often 
discovered within the garden, park, roadside, and plenty of 
alternative locations, and identification of flowers are often 
done solely by taxonomists or botanists. The general public 
does not have any data regarding to these flowers and so as 
they mainly use flowers guide books or use the relevant 
websites to have the related information.  

Flowers are a type of plants that have many categories; 
many of those categories or species have very similar features 
and looks, while one can find dissimilarity among the same 
flower species. This similarity and dissimilarity make the 
flowers recognition process with highly accurate result a very 
hard challenge. Identifying unknown plants depends a lot on 
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the inherent data of a skilled plant scientist. However, this 
method of manual recognition is usually arduous and long. 
However, flowers area unit most typically used for plant 
identification, the stem, leaves, petals, seeds and even the full 
plant may be employed in an automatic method. 

Recently, taxonomists started attempting to search out 
efficient strategies to satisfy species identification wishes, 
like developing a digital image methodology and pattern 
recognition techniques. Digital image methodology refers to 
the employment of algorithms and procedures for operations 
like image improvement, compression, image analysis, 
mapping, and dereferencing. The approaches available in the 
field of computer vision focused on the problem of how to 
make possible for computers to see. Basically, computer 
vision uses the observed image data to infer something about 
the world. Flowers generally having certain morphological 
structures, such as Calyx, Corolla, Stamen or Pistil [1]. 
Machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence (AI). It 
provides a set of algorithms that make computer system 
capable to learn automatically. Moreover, it makes systems 
able to improve gradually without being explicitly 
programmed based on experience. From a machine learning 
perspective, images are made of with pixels and contained 
the information that can describe that image. As these 
information is too extensive and mixed-up therefore it is not 
possible to be directly used by a machine learning algorithm. 
Image Processing techniques are used for feature extraction 
and Machine Learning algorithms are deploys these features 
to build a model. As data increases in a tremendous way it is 
necessary to organized them to extract the meaningful 
information within. Moreover, it has been observed that, 
prediction of multiple labels are highly required by today’s 
classification problems and it is needed to integrate the 
approaches related to multi-label classification. In this paper, 
a novel methodology is represented which is the combination 
of two classification algorithms, MKL (Multiple Kernel 
Labeling) and SVM (Support Vector Machine), with 14 
different sets of features.  The features extracted are color, 
size, texture (GLCM), disk flower, no. of petals, type of 
petals, flower aestivation, flower class, and their 
combinations. The experiment is carried out on flower 
dataset that contained 25,000 flower images that are 
categorized with 102 classes of flower species. In this 
research, an innovative approach that is multi-label 
classification using MKL-SVM is proposed. 
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 In order to use of the multi-label, i.e. label powerset, a 
problem is transformed into a multi-class problem where 
with training data set, one multi-class classifier is trained on 
all distinctive label groupings [2]. Determine the acceptable 
kernel throughout the training method is troublesome; 
therefore, several researchers are attempting to develop a lot 
of versatile kernel learning which is referred to as Multiple 
Kernel Learning (MKL) [3]. Variety of studies have shown 
that MKL could also be an excellent tool for visual 
perception of flower images. Here, a flower image is 
represented by multiple sets of choices and MKL is applied to 
combine these different feature sets. Multiple kernel learning 
(MKL) could also be a scrupulous approach for selection and 
composition of kernels for a given recognition task. The 
contribution of the paper are: (i) Efficient methodology for 
extraction of basic and morphology flower features using 
computer vision techniques including pre-processing and 
segmentation. (ii) Dataset accumulation that contains 25000 
images with 102 species (iii) Building a prediction model 
using MKL – SVM with multi-label classification that 
identifies and classifies the newly input flower image with 
optimum accuracy.  

The content of the paper is organized as follows. The 
summary of the related work is provided in Section II. 
Section III contains the proposed algorithm for flower 
identification and classification. The experimental result and 
discussion of the performance analysis are available in 
Section IV. Comparison with previous work is presented in 
Section V.  

II. RELATED REVIEW 

Nilsback et al. [4] noted that color and type unit of 
measurement are the key choices in flower classification. The 
flower is divided using a threshold-based technique, and 
texture choices, specifically the colour texture moments 
(CTMs), gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), and 
scientist responses, unit of measurement are extracted. These 
choices unit of measurement used for work and classification 
is applies using a probabilistic neural network. Y. Yoshioka 
et al. [5] performed a measuring of foliage colours 
victimization principal component analysis. They 
thought-about the first five principal components (PCs) of the 
foremost sq. on the petals. In their work, T. Saitoh et al. [6] 
described the associate automatic technique for recognizing a 
blooming flower supported some way for extracting the 
lower regions. T. Saitoh et al. [7] used a piecewise linear 
discriminate analysis for recognition. The system for 
classification of Malaysian blooming flower is made 
available by Fadzilah Siraj et al. [8]. In this paper, they 
showed the usage of NN and a picture method for flower 
image options. The prediction accuracy of provision 
regression is 26.8%. A semi-automatic plant identification is 
represented by Pavan Kumar Mishra et al. that is based on 
digital leaf and flower images [9]. By taking the base of 
color, volume of a shape and features of a cell, a multiclass 
classification is proposed. Tanakorn Tiay et al. projected 
flower recognition system supported image process [10]. 
They used edge and color features of flower pictures for the 
KNN to classify flowers. The accuracy of this method is 
around eighty percentage.  Dr. S.M. Mukane et al. planned 
Flower Classification exploitation using ANN based method 

[11]. The planned technique relied on textural options like 
gray level co-occurrence matrix and distinct rippling rework 
(DWT).  

III. A HYBRID METHODOLOGY FOR FLOWER 

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION 

The proposed methodology for flower identification and 
classification is represented in figure 1. The process is started 
with image pre-processing step with image resizing, noise 
filtering and RGB and Grayscale conversion. Afterwards, 
image segmentation is completed with Otsu thresholding 
technique. After performing segmentation, the features are 
take out from segmented image including basic and 
morphology features of flowers. The outcome of data 
pre-processing, segmentation and feature extraction is the 
final training data set that is used during model building 
phase [12]. In model building phase, a model builds and tests 
by applying appropriate machine learning method on training 
data set. The dataset containing training examples is 
considered as an input for the model building phase. It is 
generally divided into three categories: training, validation, 
and testing. 80% of the data is contained by training data set 
including 10% of the validation data set and 10% of the data 
is contained by the test data set. During experimental work, 
MKL – SVM is emerged as a most efficient algorithm and it 
has been tested over a dataset containing 25000 flower 
images. After a model has been trained and tested, it is able to 
identify and classify a flower image and generates the 
predicted output. 

 
Fig. 1. An Architectural Diagram of Proposed Methodology for Flower 

Identification and Classification. 

A. Flower Preprocessing 

The first step towards flower image processing is the 
pre-processing of an image. As image pre-processing is the 
fundamental step, it is applied to increase the quality of 
images and removing the inappropriate noises presented in 
images. The aim of pre-processing techniques is image 
enhancement and image restoration [13]. Image 
Enhancement is a significant process that aimed to recover 
the visual look of an image. It is provided for the better 
transform representation for the next phases of image 
detection [14]. Image enhancement is characterized in three 
types: Image scaling, Color space transformation, Contrast 
Enhancement [15].  
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For image restoration, first noise level resides in the image 
is measured. Normally, an image may contain various types 
of noises including Gaussian, Salt and Pepper, Poison, 
Speckle etc. [16]. These noises are removed by applying 
appropriate filter that gives an optimum result for specific 
noise removal. The applied filters are average (5x5), median 
(5x5), and min (5x5) and max (5x5) [17]. For removal of 
blur, the filtering technique like, Inverse filter, Wiener filter, 
Lucy Richardson filters have been used [18] (figure 2 (a) and 
(b)). After applying noise removal, RGB to grayscale 
transformation is applied to an image. 

 
Fig. 2 (a) Input image; (b) Salt and pepper noise image; (c) Filtered image 

by median filtering 

B. Flower Segmentation 

After applying necessary image pre-processing 
techniques, segmentation is applied on image for further 
processing. Removing the undesirable background in the 
image is the second step in flower identification. Images that 
contains flowers are too contain parts of plant, leaves or grass 
in the background. In order to extract the correct features, it is 
required to separate the flower image from its background. 
To remove the background of images and improve the quality 
of flower image foreground, segmentation techniques are 
used. There are many methods available for image 
segmentation: split and merge, region-based method, 
watershed-based segmentation, threshold-based, etc. [19, 20 
and 21]. Based on the experiment carried out, 
machine-driven threshold-based segmentation methodology 
cited as Otsu’s methodology [22] was applied. It transforms 

the flower image into a grayscale to binary for reducing the 
intricacy of the data. Further, to store the segmented images, 
feature extraction operations. The figure 3 contains the 
outcome of the Otsu technique applied on a flower image. 

 
Fig. 1  (a) Filtered image after preprocessing; (b) Convert image into 
grayscale; (c) Otsu thresholding; (d) Final result of segmentation 

C. Flower Feature Extraction and Selection 

After applying image segmentation, features are extracted 
from the segmented image. In the field of computer vision 
and image processing, feature describes an information that is 
used to identify or detect some object related to certain 
application. Feature extraction is the process applied to an 
image to convert its visual information into vector space. A 
flower has two types of features: basic and morphology. 
Selection of feature is a crucial step as it removes irrelevant 
attributes for the purpose of increasing prediction accuracy as 
high dimensionality and high volume may become a 
challenge to the learning task [23, 24]. Within identical 
species, flowers could look completely different and 
generally flowers from different species contains high 

similarity. Moreover, some flowers area unit distinguishable 
by their colors, whereas others have special types of texture. 
The key challenge of classification is to figure out acceptable 
choices to infer the visual information of flower image and to 
produce a classifier in such a way, that it is able to 
differentiate between different species. In this work, total 14 
distinctive features pertaining to flower image are extracted 
using various methods. These features include color, texture, 
size, and morphology features like disc flower, petal type, no. 
of petals, aestivation of the petal, corona, and flower class 
[25]. The following subsections depicts the process of 
extracting a specific feature from a flower image.  

D. Basic Flower Features 

1) Color:  Various color models including RGB, HSV, 
Lab, etc. are available to extract color feature. To extract 
color feature from a flower image, two color models are used 
i.e. HSV and Lab color space [26]. HSV color space normally 
having better representations about how people relate to color 
than RGB color model and it also generates high quality 
graphics. In HSV color space, Hue, Saturation and Value 
refer to tint, shade and tone respectively. To approximate 
human vision, normally lab color model is used. To add more 
precision for interpreting color feature value, another 
prominent model, Lab color space is also used. Lab color 
model represents value for L as “lightness”, value for a as 
“green to red” and value for b as “blue to yellow” [27]. The 
figure 4 depicts the values of both of the color models. 

 
Fig. 4 Color histogram for HSV and Lab color space 

2) Size: Plants take completely different times to 
maneuver from germination to maturity once flowers develop 
all their procreative elements and therefore the life cycle 
begins once more. Width and height ratio is a ratio between 
the blooming of a flower maturity [28]. Based on the height 
and width function measures, it is identified that flower is in 
blooming or bud stage. Size feature is captured by the 
centroid point and boundary box methods [29 and 30]. The 
flower centroid and boundary tracing algorithm usually starts 
from the beginning point. When it reaches to end, it stops. By 
this way, it gets the four flower boundaries that are partial and 
then it will be combined them to form the whole flower 
boundary. Using this techniques, shape of flower image can 
properly have identified and extracted with width and height 
measurements. The outcome of applying this method is 
shown in following figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5 Height and Width Measurements of a Flower Image 
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3) Texture: Texture feature is extracted using Gray 
level co-occurrence matrix, abbreviated as GLCM [31]. 
GLCM feature extraction is a mixture of gray levels 
co-occurs in a picture section or image. A quantitative 
description of a spatial pattern can efficiently provide by 
applying GLCMs. The four GLCM-derived options extracted 
from a flower image are homogeneity, energy, contrast, and 
correlation [32]. The following Table 1. Describes the 
formulas used for calculating GLCM feature values. 

TABLE 1 
Formula to calculate texture features from GLCM 

Sr. 
No. 

GLCM Features Formula 

1. Homogeneity 

 
2. Energy 

 
3. Contrast 

 
4. Correlation 

 

E. Morphology Features of Flower 

The study of varied external options of an entity is 
understood as morphology. To identify an image with 
optimum accuracy, it is highly essential to extract flower 
morphology features [33]. Morphology provides physical 
form and external structure of one flower which make it 
distinguishable with another flower.  In this work, the 
morphology features extracted from a flower image are Disc 
flower, Corona, Petal type, No. of petals, Aestivation of a 
petal and flower class. 

1) Disc Flower:  Various color models including RGB, 
HSV, Lab, etc. are available to extract color feature. To 
extract color feature from a flower image, two color models 
are used i.e. HSV and Lab color space [26]. HSV color space 
normally having better representations about how people 
relate to color than RGB color model and it also generates 
high quality graphics. 

 
Fig. 6 Disk Flower Structure extracted from a Sunflower Image 

2) Corona: One of the other prominent morphology 
feature of a flower image is the corona (Crown). It is a 
characteristic that possesses androecial derived structure and 
found in Asclepiadaceous flowers with a variable form, color 
and dimension, which is incorporated in the gynostemium. 
The corona typically consists of inner and outer lobes. 
Corona feature is captured by the k-means clustering method 
[34]. It helps to identify flowers like water lily, lotus etc. 

 
Fig. 7 Corona Extraction from a Water Lily Flower Image 

3) Petal Type: Modified and normally colored leaves 
that surround the generative components of flower area unit 
are known as petals. They are formed to draw an attention of 
pollinators and they are usually brilliantly colored. Together, 
all the leaves of a flower referred to as a Corolla. Petal type 
can be free or united. The free petal type structure is shown in 
figure 8. Applying the convex hull method and ripple image 
algorithm [33], the feature of flower petal-type which is free 
or united is extracted. Using the convex hull method, as it is 
used to represent description of region shape of flower image, 
the petal of flower boundary or edges can be converted in 
binary image and easily detected. After applying convex hull 
method, the ripple algorithm is applied for representation of 
the target in different view angles and sizes [36]. The features 
of concentric circles are obtained to conclude whether flower 
petals are free or united. 

 
Fig. 8 Free Petal Type of Plumeria Flower 

4) No. of Petals: It is also essential to calculate number 
of petals remain present in a flower as the quantity of petals in 
flower has significantly helps to classify a plant. A composed 
form of all the petals remains in a flower image is represented 
by a Corolla. Corolla of different species of plants varies 
greatly in color and pattern. This feature works well where 
the roundness of the flower is high. Sample of a number of 
petals remain present in a flower image is shown in figure 9. 
The Skeleton with DCE (Discrete Curve Evolution) 
technique is applied for counting the flower petals [37]. 
Discrete Skeleton Evolution (DSE) mainly applied to reduce 
a morphological or topological skeleton [38]. It is a form of 
pruning that removes noisy or redundant branches generated 
by the skeletonization process. Moreover, it preserves 
information-rich trunk segments. The sample results of how 
to get number of petals using DSE method is shown in figure 
9. 

 
Fig. 9 No of Petals Generated by Applying DSE Method 
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5) Aestivation of Petal: The arrangement of petals or 
sepals within the flower is denoted as Aestivation. Different 
aestivation of petals are available includes (i) Valvate: The 
floral petals are settled side by side. (ii) Twisted: The petals 
are settled regular intersecting in one direction. (iii) 
Imbricate: The flower petals are completely in, one 
completely out and others are intersecting in one direction. 
(iv) Quincuncial and Vexillary: It found only in pentamerous 
flower and it is rate one. Aestivation of petal feature is 
captured by the Laplacian filter method [39]. The Laplacian 
of an image highlights regions of rapid intensity change and 
is therefore often used for edge detection. This operation in 
result produces such images which have greyish edge lines 
and other discontinuities on a dark background. This 
produces inward and outward edges in an image as per shown 
in figure 10. 

 
Fig. 10 Sample Result of Lotus Flower Aestivation of Petal 

6) Flower Class: Monocots or Dicots are types of 
flower classes which can be easily identified by dividing 
number of petals [40]. Where Monocots Petals are appeared 
in combinations of three, example is a Lily flower, Dicots 
Petals are seemed in combos of five or four. The example of a 
dicots flower is a Rose. To obtain the flower class, the 
number of petals is divide by 3 or 4 or 5. It is one of most 
required morphology feature which facilitates the 
classification of a flower. The figure 11 shows the flower 
class types. 

 
Fig. 11 Types of flower classes (Monocots and Dicots) 

F. Flower Features and Its Probable Values 

The following Table 2 represents all fourteen features for a 
specific flower image with feature name, method used to 
extract that feature and its probable value.  

TABLE 2 
Flower Features and its Probable Value 

Flower 
Image 

Use Method for 
Feature Extraction 

Features Name Probable 
Values 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HSV converter HSV 1.75 
LAB converter Lab 86.76 
Contrast Contrast 0.11298 
Homogeneity Homogeneity 0.97478 
Energy Energy 0.41411 
Correlation Correlation 0.988819 
Height Height 178 (in cm) 
Width Width 563 (in cm) 
K-means Clustering Disk flower 0 
K-means Clustering Corona 1 
Skeleton with DCE 
(Discrete Curve 
Evolution) 

No of petals 25 

Convex hull and 
ripple image 
algorithm 

Petal type 0.8570 

Laplacian Filter Aestivation of 0.0043 

 

petal 
No of petals and 
divide by 3 or 4 or 5 

Flower Class 5 

 

G. Machine Learning Algorithms for Flower Species 
Identification 

Machine Learning is an emerging field of Artificial 
Intelligence and it offers the set of algorithms that are used to 
diagnose and uncover the hidden patterns in data to perform 
useful inference using those patterns that have been learned 
[41]. Machine learning algorithms are categorized into 
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. 
Classification algorithms are part of supervised learning 
approach where algorithm learns from the pre-labelled data 
[42]. The algorithm learns and discovers the patterns from the 
data and assigns a new label automatically to the new and 
unseen data based on the learning. In classification, based on 
the dataset, a model is build and trained to predict the 
outcomes. There are variety of algorithms are available for 
classification and it is not possible to conclude the best 
among others. Classification is a technique to categorize the 
information into a definite and desired number of categories 
with label to each class. The most commonly used 
classification methods are: 1) k-nearest-neighbors; 2) 
Random Forest; 3) Artificial Neural Network and 4) SVM 
[43, 44, 45, 46]. Applying these methods to classify flower 
image from 102 species dataset, containing 25,000 images of 
flowers, this dataset has been split into a training set 
containing 80% images, validation set containing 10% 
images and other 10% for test set images.  

H. A Proposed Hybrid Method using MKL – SVM with 
Multi-Label Classification 

The dataset generated after applying various computer 
vision techniques contains different features of flowers that 
are linear and nonlinear. A single machine learning algorithm 
is unable to produce better time and accuracy performance. 
The reason behind use of MKL (Multiple Kernel Learning) 
algorithm is to add an extra parameter to the minimization 
problem of the learning algorithm. As the combination of 
data from different features have different notions of 
similarity therefore they require different kernels. The ability 
to select for an optimal kernel and parameters from a larger 
set of kernels, reducing bias due to kernel selection while 
allowing for more automated machine learning methods [47]. 
In this paper, we focused on two challenges of flower image 
identification and classification; and proposed a method to 
resolve them. The first challenge is that representing flower 
images by different combination of basic and morphology 
features, such as color, shape, texture, disk flower, flower 
class, etc. which helps to provide better information and 
identification of flower.  
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And the second challenge is that the huge collection of 
flower classification using the multi-labeling. 

 
Fig. 12 Graphical representation of MKL-SVM Approach 

In this section, the hybrid approach (Multiple Kernel 
Learning –Support Vector Machine) of classification with 
Multi-Labelling is explained. The above fig. 12 represents 
the flow of hybrid approach (MKL-SVM with 
Multi-lableling). The dataset of extracted features is assigned 
to the MKL model [48]. To classify data, instead of a single 
kernal, MKL considers a linearly weighted sum of kernels. 
Different kernals are combined using MKL including Linear, 
Quadratic, MLP, RBF and Polynomial. Each kernel is 
computed based on a discrete feature. Therefore, for an 
example, to describe the color information of a flower image, 
a color based kernel is used. In this way, the flower dataset is 
assigned to SVM algorithm which analysed (flower) data for 
flower classification. After applying MKL classifier for large 
datset set; SVM is needed as it separated by hyperplane that 
has the largest distance to adjoining training data point of any 
class. 

Here MKL enables to estimate optimal weights to combine 
image features for each category. First a training set is 
assigned with labeled samples to MKL model, the following 
equation is derived N no of training set with labeled sample; 

D =  ; 

Where  
As we know MKL is the set of linear and non-linear 

kernels. In our study, the kernel is actually a convex 
combination of basis kernels: 

 ; 

With  
Here linear kernels could be categorized as basic kernels, 

radial basis function kernel, polynomial kernel etc. For all 
samples, MKL computed weights of kernels that are same. 
Therefore, for each test image, each kernel has a fixed share 
in deciding the class of that test image. After combination of 
MKL + SVM using a dual formulation of optimization 
problem. The learning of the hyperplane in linear SVM is 
done by transforming the dual optimization problem using 
polynomial kernel. This is where the kernel plays role. 

 

Subject to   
At last step, a novel approach applying the multi-labeling 

classification for flower image transform the training task 
into one or a more single-label classification tasks. For that, 
Label Powerset (LP) is one of the multi-labeling approach 
that is used. Here, from a multi-label [49] training set, each 
different set of labels converts to a different class in a new 
single-label classification task. Whenever a new data 
introduced, the single-label category of label powerset 
produces the foremost probable class. This class contains a 
set of labels. 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This section covers all the details of an experiment carried 
out on the flower image dataset. Moreover, it contains the 
result analysis and comparisons between the classifications 
algorithms considered in the experiment. 

A. Flower Image Dataset 

Accumulation of related dataset is a crucial for carrying 
out experiment and producing results. In this experiment, we 
have considered the benchmark dataset of Oxford flower 
dataset (total 8189 number of image with 102 flower of 
spices) [50]. Along with this, many flower images were 
procured from internet resources. These were true-color 
photos with varied resolution. Since we have not managed 
the image acquisition and camera activity, the images in the 
dataset having completely different distinction and 
illumination. Therefore, it is very much required to apply a 
correct pre-processing technique(s). The final dataset 
considered for experiment consists with 25000 flower images 
with 102 different species.  

B. Experimental Results 

The experiment was carried out using MATLAB R2018a, 
on an Intel (R), Core i3 - 3110M Central Processing Unit @ 
2.40GHz contains 4GB Memory and x64-based processor, 
Windows 10. The images of the dataset is resized with 
dimension of 250 × 250 pixels. After applying the 
appropriate pre-processing and segmentation techniques, the 
features are extracted and the dataset is prepared to apply the 
proposed MKL + SVM algorithm with the integration of 
multi-label power dataset. Individually, for 102 classes 
(flower species), the classification of flower images with 
ANN, KNN, SVM and Random forest achieves some 
accuracy, whereas the combination of MKL and SVM 
achieves better classification accuracy compare to other 
classifiers with multi-labeling. As per represented in the 
figure 13, the prediction model is predicted the flower 
botanical name, its family and whether the flower is herb 
flower or not. 
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Fig. 12  the output of Prediction Model with flower botanical name, 

family of flower and whether the flower is herb flower or not 

C. Performance Analysis 

To measure the performance of the classification 
algorithms can be obtained through accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F-measure. 

TABLE 3 
Description of performance analysis 

Sr. 
No. 

Performanc
e Analysis 

Formula 

1. Accuracy TP+TN / TP+FP+FN+TN 
2. Precision TP / TP+FP 
3. Recall TP / TP+FN 
4. F-measure 2*(Recall*Precision)/(Recall

+ precision) 
 

The following table 4 depicted the performance of KNN, 
Random Forest, ANN, SVM and MKL+SVM with its 
accuracy and other parameters. The KNN, Random Forest 
and ANN have not worked well while SVM achieved good 
accuracy with 72% accuracy. However, the hybrid MKL + 
SVM achieved the highest accuracy among the other 
classifiers with 78% accuracy. 

TABLE 4 
Performance Analysis with various classifier 

Algorithm Accur
acy 

Precisio
n 

Recall F-Measur
e 

KNN 0.21 0.195 0.203 0.201 
Random 
Forest 

0.69 0.687 0.690 0.688 

ANN 0.71 0.705 0.708 0.706 
SVM 0.72 0.720 0.721 0.720 

MKL-SV
M 

0.78 0.775 0.770 0.774 

V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK 

A comparative study with numerous other research has 
given in Table 5. It shows the details of the number of feature 
extracted, the size of the dataset, and the classifier used with 
its accuracy. 

TABLE 5 
A comparative study  

Tit
le 

Author Spe
cies 

Total 
Imag
es 

Featur
e 
Extrac
tion 

ML 
Tech. 

Ac
c. 
(%
) 

[5
1] 

Elena 
et al. 
(2008) 

 

102 8189 •Histog

ram of 
gradien
ts 
• SIFT 

Multi
ple 
kernel 
classif
ier 

72.
8 

on the 
foregro
und 
bounda
ry 
• SIFT 

on the 
foregro
und 
region 
• Color 

[5
2] 

Elena 
et al. 
(2009) 

102 8189 • Color 
• 

Texture 
• Shape 

SVM 76.
3 

[5
3] 

Kanan 
et al. 
(2010) 

102 8189 • Color SVM 71.
4 

[5
4] 

Kubota 
et al. 
(2010) 

102 8189 • Color 
• 

Texture 
• Shape 

NIMB
LE 

53.
9 

[5
5] 

Chai et 
al. 
(2011) 

102 8189 • Color 
• Shape 

SVM 80.
0 

[5
6] 

Khan et 
al. 
(2011) 

102 8189 • Color LIBLI
NEA
R 

73.
3 

[5
7] 

Almog
dady et 
al. 
(2018) 

102 8189 • Color 
• 

Texture 
• Shape 

ANN 81.
6 

Ou
r 
M
eth
od 

The 
Propos
ed 
Approa
ch 

102 2500
0 

• Color 
• 

Texture 
• Size 
• Disc 

flower 
• Petal 

type 
• No of 

petals 
•Aestiv

ation of 
petal 
• 

Corona 
• 

Flower 
class 

MKL-
SVM 

78.
3 

 
In order to study the efficiency of the proposed method 

with previously carried out work, we conducted a qualitative 
analysis of the results. The comparative analysis is depicted 
in Table 4. We have compared the performance of the 
proposed method on the 102-class flower dataset with 25000 
images.  
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The flower features extracted in proposed method are 
Color, Texture, Size, Disc flower, Petal type, No of petals, 
Aestivation of petal, Corona, Flower class. The MKL-SVM 
classifier has given a recognition rate of 78.3%. It has been 
observed that, most of the researchers only considered basic 
flower features and the dataset taken into consideration is 
less. It should be noted that the combination of all 14 features 
even offers worthy accuracy than the discrete feature 
themselves. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the identification and classification of flower 
images with its species is discussed. A dataset is accumulated 
that contains 25000 flower images of 102 classes. Basic and 
morphology features of flower images are extracted using 
computer vison techniques with image pre-processing and 
image segmentation methods. A prediction model using 
machine learning supervised algorithm i.e. SVM is built with 
the integration of MKL and multi-labeling which can be 
helpful for the non-botanist’s to classify different flower 
species easily, and the process becomes very fast, helping 
them in further research and study. It is observed the 
proposed approach achieved relatively a good classification 
accuracy with optimum possible extracted features.  
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